Utilization
Past Outages

- 7/12/14 (1 hour): Global scratch outage from hardware failure
- 7/16/14 (1 hour): Global scratch outage from hardware failure
Planned Outages

• 8/12/14: All day maintenance
  – PDSF home hardware is being retired, and we are moving to NERSC global homes
    • People who are already active MPP users will have the contents of their PDSF home directory put into “pdsf_old_home” in their global home directory
    • All other active PDSF users will have data copied directly into their global home directory
    • If your password is not up to date on 5:00 pm 8/11, your data is not getting moved
    • Let me know if you want to “opt out” of getting your data moved
    • We’re working to make this transition as smooth as possible, but it may take a few days to iron all the bugs out
Planned Outages

• 8/12/14: All day maintenance
  – Default chos is changing from Scientific Linux 5.3 to Scientific Linux 6.4
    • If you do not have a “.chos” file in your home directory, you will start in Scientific Linux 6.4
    • Many things compiled in 5.3 will NOT work in 6.4
    • If you want to stay in 5.3 put “sl53” into .chos in your home directory
    • Please let us know if we can help you with transitioning to SL6
Topics from the Users